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ABSTRACT
Children struggle to understand hidden data processes (e.g., infer-
ences) and related privacy implications (e.g., profiling). Children
use visual cues to reason about technical processes in digital prod-
ucts, sometimes drawing inaccurate conclusions when interface
cues are vague or absent. We conducted five consecutive partic-
ipatory design sessions with children (ages 7–12), probing their
perceptions of visual cues and data processes; and iteratively de-
signed and reviewed new visual cues with them. We found that
children conceptualized data collection concretely, lacked aware-
ness of its pervasive nature, expressed limited understanding of data
inferences, and recognized certain visual cues (e.g., loading, cloud)
but unable to explain their meanings. We designed visual cues in
“symbolic” and “concrete” styles using icons and metaphors, which
helped children understand data flows. Our work contributes to
developing comprehensible visual cues for children to support their
data and privacy literacy. We discuss design and policy implications
of our findings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As children engage in various digital devices and activities at an
increasingly young age [53, 87, 88], they have also become sub-
jects in surveillance capitalism [52, 124]. Even before a child starts
preschool, approximately five million data points about them have
been collected for profiling and advertising purposes [90]. There
are intricate challenges related to children’s understanding of data
collection, transmission, storage, and the privacy implications as
their digital footprints are accumulated via digital products and
services [69, 77, 99, 122]. Simultaneously, as children are develop-
ing expectations and practices to navigate the digital world, data
collection and monitoring practices may become normalized for
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them [91]. Meanwhile, privacy regulations for children’s data pro-
tection have gained importance in places like the European Union
and the United Kingdom, focusing on digital transparency and
control. These regulations call for the creation of principles and
solutions tailored to children’s ages, capacities, and development
needs, as well as cultivate their data literacy. For instance, the “Age
Appropriate Design Code” by the UK’s Information Commissioner’s
Office requires all digital services that are likely to be accessed by
children to provide transparent, open, and safe experiences [84].

While practical examples for translating such requirements to
product design are lacking [43], one approach is to utilize visual
cues to make hidden data processes visible, as Sun et al. found that
young children (ages 4–10) rely on interface visual cues to concep-
tualize how data is remembered, stored, and used in apps [105].
However, the visual cues in children’s apps and services are often
borrowed from adult-oriented paradigms (e.g., progress bar) [51]
and are potentially confusing for young children lacking the neces-
sary cognitive and cultural understanding [96]. Children learn to
associate symbols to their referents when they understand the si-
multaneous mental representations of the symbol, the referent, and
the link between them [25]. This highlights the need to collaborate
with children and incorporate their insights into the design process
to create more intuitive visual cues enhancing their understanding
of data processes.

Relatedly, the timing to display visual cues of data processes
is also important. We focus on a specific timing: loading screens,
commonly encountered as “wait times” in children’s apps to signal
data processing. Our goal is to design loading visual cues that
make hidden data flows more transparent, engaging, and integrated
into the user experience. Therefore we ask the following research
questions:

• RQ1: How do children conceptualize data flows and existing
related visual cues in a co-design setting?

• RQ2: Howmight we incorporate children’s co-designed ideas
when designing visual cues to support children’s understand-
ing of data flows?

To investigate these questions, we conducted five participa-
tory design (PD) sessions with children (ages 7–12) in an inter-
generational co-design setting, using various PD techniques [111]
to engage discussions on apps’ data collection, review and design
of data related visual cues, and data privacy implications.

Our empirical findings reveal that: 1) Our child participants
conceptualized data collection concretely, lacked awareness of the
pervasive nature of data, demonstrated selective understanding
of data inferences, and recognized certain visual cues conveying
relevant data processing timing and concepts (e.g., loading, cloud)
but were unable to explain their symbolic meanings. 2) Our design
narrative describes our iterative process of co-designing two visual
cues styles with children: a symbolic style that visualizes data flows
with icons typically used in interfaces (e.g., user profile, cloud); and
a concrete style utilizing concrete metaphors to directly represent
the involved data types and entities (e.g., a child’s selected profile
avatar flowing to the data center building). We found that both
styles helped children understand data flows among places, but the
concrete style further clarified for children the specific data types
and processing locations. Our “data button” visual cue inspired by

children’s ideas provides accessible information on companies’ data
handling practices. We also found that visualizing synchronous data
deletion (e.g., an account being deleted from the user’s device and
from the cloud) sparked children’s curiosity about other hidden
data flow processes.

Our findings demonstrate the potential for incorporating data
flow visualizations into apps’ loading screens to better support
children’s understanding and awareness of data processes. Addi-
tionally, we discuss design and policy implications, emphasizing the
potential of embedded, concrete, and context-specific visual cues in
children’s digital experiences to address regulatory requirements
for age-appropriate design.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Children’s Understanding of Data Processes

and Privacy
Pervasive tracking and data collection from a young age lead chil-
dren to view surveillance as normal and data as commodities, since
children tend to interpret how things are as an indication of how
things should be [91]. Continuous data collection might lead chil-
dren to consider digital privacy as less relevant as their “childhood
becomes datafied” [72, 73]. However, supporting (young) children’s
understanding of privacy is important because privacy provides
freedom from being observed [2, 40], is linked to children’s right
to freedom of expression [108], and plays a critical role in chil-
dren’s development of identity, autonomy, and psychosocial com-
petency [86, 112].

Growing research in HCI and child development has examined
young children’s (under 13) perceptions of data privacy regarding
data collection, tracking, data ownership, data flow, data storage,
and usage purposes. Young children predominantly understand
data privacy as interpersonal, i.e., how children disclose or with-
hold information from others online, and are less likely to consider
commercial and institutional privacy dimensions, i.e., how their
data are collected and used by companies and institutions [64, 67].
For instance, young children understand that digital tracking of
another person’s location is unacceptable compared to tracking
oneself [42], and perceive it as more negative when the informa-
tion being tracked is private versus public [41]. They are also more
inclined to believe that individuals own the personal information
provided to apps [80]. Young children tend to consider data as static,
stored locally, and primarily used for improving app experiences.
By contrast, they struggle to understand data flows to places (e.g.,
company servers, third parties), data aggregation, and data used
for analytics and inference purposes [3, 8, 46, 105]. Relatedly, chil-
dren associate data privacy risks with physical harms instead of
monetization of data or corporate malfeasance [104, 121, 123].

Understanding data characteristics, such as collection, flow, and
storage, is critical for cultivating children’s data privacy awareness.
Children need first to understand how their technology interactions
create digital footprints, which could be used for other purposes,
to understand fully and reason about digital privacy risks [47, 105].
However, even adults may find such data concepts abstract and com-
plex, as they often involve hidden processes. Our study builds on
prior research on how visual cues can support children’s reasoning
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of data processes [51, 105]; we examined how to design understand-
able visual cues with and for children that reveal otherwise hidden
data processes.

2.2 Privacy Notices, Icons, and Visualizations
Privacy laws, such as Europe’s General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) [1] and the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(COPPA) in the U.S. [39], require companies to clearly communicate
data practices for children’s understanding of what will happen to
their personal data, and what rights they have [56]. While privacy
policies and notices are common forms of communication, they can
be difficult to understand and navigate [34, 49, 74, 97]. Limited work
in the HCI and child-computer interaction fields also shows that
children lack an understanding of privacy policies [47], and find pri-
vacy policies intimidating to read and challenging to comprehend
due to their obscure language, structure, and length [78].

Meanwhile, existing efforts developing privacy icons and visu-
alizations are mainly designed for adults to ease recognition and
understanding, such as Mozilla’s Privacy Icons for conveying com-
panies’ handling of users’ data [79], the data protection icon set
(DaPIS) for data transparency under the GDPR [93], and the CCPA
do-not-sell opt-out icon utilizing a stylized toggle to convey the con-
cept of privacy choice to users [50]. Other forms of visualizations
of data practices and processes include comics [62, 63, 106, 120], in-
teractive privacy policies [89], ebooks [119], and privacy nutrition
labels [60, 61]. These efforts have shown that it is challenging but
possible to effectively convey complex data practices and privacy
concepts visually to adults [33, 98]. Doing the same for children
adds further complexity considering their developing cognition, lit-
eracy level, and skills as we describe next in Section 2.3). We chose
to explore designing effective data flow visual cues for children
through co-design, a method used in prior work to study children’s
digital privacy [65, 76]. This method allows us to directly integrate
children’s input and feedback into the design of visual cues.

2.3 Visual Cue Design and Child Development
Visual cues such as symbols and images are inherent parts of graphi-
cal user interfaces, communicating app functionalities, aiding users’
interactions, and shaping a digital product’s visual identity [54, 70].
In particular, a symbol is “something that someone (humans) intends
to represent something other than itself (the referent)” [21, 22]. The
design of visual symbols varies between two poles: (1) similar or
identical to the represented real-world objects, or (2) arbitrarily or
conventionally designed to be abstract [45]. More concrete symbols
(similar to the real-world object) are often easier to comprehend;
whereas abstract visual representations have to be learned or re-
quire prior knowledge of specific social agreement [17, 85] but can
result in clearer and simpler representations.

Children begin to develop an understanding of what symbolic
visual representations mean by early preschool age (2–3 years old).
Symbolic representations are a fundamental aspect of human com-
munication and cognition that allow individuals to represent and un-
derstand complex ideas beyond direct sensory experience [20, 110].
Children learn to understand symbols through social and cultural
interactions and shared meaning-making, fostering their under-
standing of the world and facilitating knowledge acquisition [81].

However, young children often focus on a symbol’s concrete object,
missing the represented referent. For example, in Deloache et al.’s
experiment, children at 2.5 years of age failed to recognize that a
scale model could represent an identical larger room, instead focus-
ing on the concrete and immediate features of the small model [25].
By 3 years of age, children develop dual representations—the ability
to understand that symbols are objects in their own right while also
representing something other than itself [22]. Older children may
continue to have difficulties distinguishing between what a symbol
is intended to represent and the symbol’s physical properties, a skill
that is necessary to use a symbolic object effectively [10, 109]. Fac-
tors that contribute to children’s attainment of dual representations
include age, prior experiences with symbols, the salience of the sym-
bolic artifact, the degree of physical similarity between symbol and
referent, and information/instruction about the symbol-referent
relation [20, 23, 24]. However, the ability to recognize symbolic rep-
resentations of a concept does not automatically ensure children’s
grasp of the concept, nor does it necessarily increase the likelihood
of understanding [27]. Therefore, symbols might not aid learning
if children do not comprehend how the symbol connects to what it
represents [27].

In digital contexts, many common visual symbols have been
created based on people’s familiarity with the represented concepts
in the form of icons [9], such as a floppy disc representing ‘save,’ or
a thumb-up symbol representing ‘like’ or ‘approve.’ Tech companies
also develop their own design guidelines for symbols and iconog-
raphy, such as the Apple SF Symbols library [29] and the Google
Material Design Symbols [37] that consider conventional symbols
while adding variations to differentiate their visual identities. How-
ever, designers of commonly used symbolic graphics may have
overestimated the clarity of these representations, particularly for
child users, whose comprehension of symbols’ intended meaning
is still developing [7]. For instance, the symbolic representations
for play/pause (a triangle-shaped arrow pointing right; two ver-
tical lines) are abstract and thus the meaning is not transparent
for children [102]; the symbolic mapping of the progress bar (an
expanding line) to its referent (loading progress) poses challenges
for preschoolers [51]. Children require learning and experiences
over time [26] to eventually comprehend a symbol’s visual repre-
sentation and its referent [11].

Our study builds on existing theories of children’s understanding
of symbols such as dual representations [22], to examine how 1)
children perceive data flow visual symbols, their referents, and
the mapping between them; and 2) how to create visual cues that
support children’s understanding of hidden data processes.

3 METHOD
To answer our research questions, we worked with KidsTeam UW,
an established inter-generational co-design team consisting of chil-
dren (7–12 years old) and adult researchers (investigators and un-
dergraduates) to conduct five participatory design (PD) sessions.We
used the Cooperative Inquiry method which focuses on equal and
equitable design partnerships between children and adults [31, 118].
Cooperative Inquiry has been used in prior child-computer interac-
tion and HCI work to understand children’s perceptions of abstract
or complex topics such as digital privacy and security [65, 76],
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online safety [4, 5, 16], augmented reality [115], and financial tech-
nologies [116]. Cooperative Inquiry is an effective and engaging
method to help elicit and interpret children’s responses about ab-
stract and complex concepts; especially considering that conducting
research with children takes time and effort to build relationships
and children’s design expertise [118].

During our sessions, which lasted about 90 minutes each, we
elicited children’s feedback on their perceptions of data flows, re-
lated cues, and their design ideas. The study was conducted from
Fall 2022 to Spring 2023 at the University of Washington, with full
compliance with parental consent, child assent, and Institutional
Review Board approval.

3.1 The Co-Design Team and Our Participants
Our child participants, recruited in the Seattle area with diverse
age, gender, socioeconomic status, and ethnic backgrounds, had
been part of the co-design team for 0.25 to 4 years when our project
started in October 2022. In total, 12 children participated across five
co-design sessions; see Table 1 for demographics. In each session, a
team of four to six adult facilitators acted as design partners, estab-
lishing rapport with children, facilitating the sessions, collaborating
in design activities, and assisting in generating and interpreting
ideas related to children’s perceptions of data flows and related
visual cues.

3.2 Design Sessions
Each of the five sessions had self-contained topics, and adhered
to a general structure that evolved from experiences in running
the co-design team. The initial 10 minutes of each session were
dedicated to informal interactions (e.g. snack time and ice-breaking
games) that aimed at building relationships. The next 15 minutes
(circle time) introduced a “Question of the Day” that helped stim-
ulate children’s thoughts relevant to the session theme, followed
by explaining the context, and sometimes recapping previous ses-
sion ideas to connect to the activity of the day. This format helps
children, including those who may have missed a previous session,
to quickly understand the session’s goals and its connection to
previous sessions. The following 45 minutes (design time) were
dedicated to a specific design activity, during which children and
adult facilitators were divided into smaller groups, each consisting
2-3 children and 2 adults. The final 15 minutes (discussion time)
allowed each group to present their design concepts, consolidat-
ing all ideas for collective discussion and reflection. All sessions
were video and audio recorded, capturing teams’ conversations and
interactions. We also photographed children’s sketches and adult
facilitators’ notes.

We designed the five design sessions (DS) in three phases, each
building on findings from the previous phase (see Figure 1). Phase
1 included DS1 and DS2 designed to gauge children’s baseline un-
derstanding of data concepts and related existing cues (see Figure 2).
In phase 2, we analyzed children’s responses from DS1 and DS2
to develop version 1 visual cues and elicited children’s feedback in
DS3. Phase 3 included DS4, which engaged children in a discussion
about data collection, inferences, and privacy implications; and DS5
to elicit children’s feedback on the revised visual cues building on
their DS3 and DS4 ideas.

Design Session 1 (DS1, Oct 2022): understanding how chil-
dren conceptualize companies’ data collection. We asked chil-
dren what apps they liked to use, what these appsmight know about
children, and how they envisioned data collection during digital
activities (e.g. playing games, watching videos) through drawings.
Utilizing the Big Papers PD technique [48], by drawing on large
papers as the design medium, children contributed design ideas for
apps that transparently communicate data collection practices.

Design Session 2 (DS2, Oct 2022): understanding children’s
perception of data process-related cues. We presented 10 visual
cue examples, each conveying different data process-related timings
and/or concepts (see Figure 21). We asked children’s interpretation
of each cue, where they had seen them before, and likes, dislikes,
and design ideas [30]. The 10 examples included cues inspired
by those in mainstream children’s apps (e.g., NickJr, YTKids) and
visualizations representing different data processing concepts.

Design Session 3 (DS3, Mar 2023): children’s feedback of the
data flow cues. We asked children’s feedback of the developed
data flow visual cues via the Stickies PD technique [30, 111], in
which children write down one idea per sticky note of likes, dis-
likes, and design ideas to iterate on the visual cues. We discuss the
rationale of the visual cue designs in more detail in Section 5.1 as
they followed directly from our findings from DS1 and DS2.

Design Session 4 (DS4, May 2023): discussion of data pro-
cesses and privacy implications. We elicited children’s percep-
tions of data (the broad term) and specific commercial data collec-
tion processes by discussing a scenario: two children searched for
the same Teddy Bear toy on Amazon but received different product
results based on the Amazon website’s prior data collection and
inferences about children and their families. The design activity
used the Comicboarding [111] PD technique, which integrates the
design prompt into a story for children to create a character (chosen
by the child) set on a journey to find their data footprint and make
it more visible.

Design Session 5 (DS5, May 2023): children’s feedback of the
revised data flow cues. We asked children to try a fictitious video
streaming app called AVEE that contained the revised visual cues
(see the supplemental video for the app). Children shared feedback
using the Stickies PD technique [30, 111] by writing down likes and
dislikes, and design ideas for the fictitious app and visual cues.

3.3 Data Analysis
We used an inductive analysis approach [36]. We began with an in-
depth analysis of 349 minutes of video footage from the co-design
sessions. For each session video, a primary transcriber transcribed
the speech and relevant visual data (e.g., a child searched something
on a computer screen), and linked the corresponding children’s
sketches and adult facilitators’ notes to the transcribed texts. Then,
a secondary transcriber checked the transcribed data for accuracy.
During this process, both transcribers created analytical memos.
The first author went through the analytical memos of all five ses-
sions and created an initial codebook including preliminary codes,
such as what is data, how do companies collect children’s data, and
1See the supplemental video for some of the animated cues.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of our child participants

Name Age Gender Ethnicity DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 YearInDesignTeam

Namjoon# 8 Female Asian / White • • • • • 2
Jimin# 12 Female Asian / White • • • • • 2
Isaiah 8 Male Black / Asian • • • • • 0.25
Erin 7 Female White • • • • • 0.25
Daniel 7 Male Asian / White • • • • • 0.25
Leora 8 Female Black / Asian • • • 2
Manny 10 Male Latin American • • • 2
Aiden* 8 Male White • • 0.25
Cole* 10 Male White • • 0.25
Ren& 8 Male Asian / White • 2
Yuki& 10 Male Asian / White • 4
Tariq 10 Male Black • 2

All names are pseudonyms. Siblings are denoted by *, & , and # . DS1 to DS5 represents the five design sessions. The Year In Design Team shows how long the child had been a part of
the co-design team before the start of this project in October 2022 (e.g., Isaiah, Erin, Daniel, Aiden, and Cole all joined the team in summer 2022, so they had been in the co-design

team for 3 months when our project started.)

Figure 1: An overview of the three phases and the five design sessions and their goals.

Figure 2: The ten visual cue examples used in Design Session 2.

perceptions of data symbols. Through multiple collaborative discus-
sion meetings among the co-authors, we refined our preliminary
codebook into broader themes. Then, a primary coder was assigned
for each of the session transcripts to start the coding process with

the codebook. We continued to iteratively refine the codebook via
team discussions during the primary coding process. Once a pri-
mary coder finished their initial coding, a secondary coder reviewed
the codes and identified instances of disagreement that the group
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would discuss in meetings to achieve consensus. We focused on
qualitative discussions during the whole data analysis process in-
stead of calculating inter-rater reliability, since our research goal is
to uncover concepts and themes [75]. Through axial coding [95], we
identified overarching inductive themes on children’s perception
of data, design ideas, feedback for the visual cues, and how they
changed our design iterations of the visual cues.

Next, in Section 4, we present findings from phase 1 (DS1 and
DS2), answering RQ1 regarding children’s baseline understanding
of data flow related concepts and existing visual cues. Section 5
presents the design narrative of findings from phases 2 (DS3) and
3 (DS4 and DS5), describing how we built on phase 1 insights to
iteratively incorporate children’s feedback into the data flow visual
cues design process (answering RQ2).

4 PHASE 1 FINDINGS: PERCEPTIONS OF DATA
AND RELATED VISUAL CUES

In this section, we discuss children’s perceptions of data and the
related visual cues. Overall, children discussed “data” on broad and
specific levels (DS1). They somewhat understood different data
collection types such as explicitly given data and data traces, as
well as implicitly inferred data in specific contexts (e.g., watching
videos, online shopping). Children thought that the app usage data
and content preferences companies knew about them could not
reveal who or how old they are. They also somewhat understood
that new search results could be influenced by previous searches
and user analytics from other online activities. For the data process
visual cue examples discussed in DS2 (see Figure 2), children could
recognize some symbols’ names, appearances, and use contexts,
but struggled to explain the specific symbolic referents (i.e., data
flow and storage processes).

4.1 Phase 1: Understandings of Data (DS1)
4.1.1 Data is information. Broadly defining “data,” our child par-
ticipants considered it as information with properties such as uni-
versality, ubiquity, formality, and sometimes secrecy. For instance,
Erin thought “data is just a fancy way of saying information.” Isaiah
described the ubiquity of data: “pretty much everything collects your
information.” Similarly, Jimin noted data “is a collection of infor-
mation, can be stats, properties. Data is used for more technology
things, while information is more general and broad.” Daniel thought
data was connected to the internet “data is like information from
[the] internet.” And Erin recognized that people use data to learn
things: “data can be information from anywhere ... to do science,
teach, make videos ... engineer jellybeans, make Pokémon cards. Data
is used to get knowledge ... Or maybe learn how to use a computer ...
make a computer ... or learn the color?” This shows that our child
participants conflated data, information, and knowledge, poten-
tially leading them to overlook times when data about children is
collected, thinking they had not actively shared any information.

4.1.2 Understandings of explicit versus implicit data collection and
use. As we continued discussing data collection during children’s
digital activities such as watching videos, playing games, and on-
line shopping, we found that their understanding primarily focused
on them explicitly providing data and some data traces, consis-
tent with prior findings [67, 105]. Explicitly given data includes

general information children provide voluntarily (e.g., user name,
search keywords). Data traces are left-behind behavioral data from
children’s in-app activities, which our children somewhat under-
stood, e.g., that their time spent and preferred content are tracked.
For other nuanced metadata, they struggled to conceptualize the
granularity of trace data collections. For example, Isaiah thought
Minecraft would not know if he failed a challenge 26 times. Previous
studies show that children have very little knowledge of inferred
data [67, 105], which are inferences drawn from analyzed given
data and data traces. Next, we present key themes in how our child
participants understood inferred data.

What I did is not who I am. Contextualizing children’s under-
standing of inferred data in their digital activities, our child par-
ticipants believed YouTube could infer content preferences and
language spoken, but not who they are as a person. They did not
realize that what they watch could reveal personal preferences,
essentially who they are. So they thought how they use the app
(data trace) is different from who they are as a person (personal
information). For instance, Erin, a 7-year-old who loved watching
teen shows, said “YTKids does not know anything about me but that I
like [teen titans].” Leora was negative about apps collecting personal
data versus data about what she did in the app:“I would be super
mad [if apps collected my personal information], and I would tell
people that they are stealing your personal information, and I would
tell everybody to never go there [use the app]... [For data about what I
did in the app] I wouldn’t care. It’s just stuff I am searching up, it’s not
gonna be like people gonna see [who I am].” This shows that children
found companies’ collection of personal information problematic
but were unaware of how data traces could reveal more aspects
about a person and pose potential risks [64].

Search Results (Un)Related to Inferences. Children’s answers from
DS1 in the Youtube context show that they understood content
recommendation based on in-app activities, such as what Ren
said:“[when searching videos, Youtube] just recommend more videos
of that [topic]”. In contrast, in DS 4, we asked how children under-
stand search results in an Amazon shopping example. We displayed
various sponsored search results using the same search term, ‘teddy
bear,’ and assessed children’s understanding of data collection and
inferences. Most children did not understand that search results
were targeted, like Isaiah:“I can just scroll down [past the recom-
mended results]. It’s simple. OK, so it’s fine. It’s not me [that caused
the search result difference].” Namjoon thought “There isn’t just one
teddy bear in the whole world” and that is why people get different
search results. Daniel thought that item price and popularity affect
which items are displayed to people: “It says that this one [more
expensive teddy bear search result] has no sale but that one, it’s 35%
off so maybe it was at that price and then it dropped because people
did not want to buy it.”

Two children recognized that varying search results could be
influenced by companies’ inferences. They discussed how past
searches and purchases resulted in different outcomes for different
users. Leora said “I mean, it could just be like what you’ve been search-
ing [that made you get different search results than other people].”
Jimin had a more articulate explanation: “I wouldn’t be surprised.
Search results are often changed to fit the users’ past experiences on
the Internet. So it probably just means I bought something from the
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same or similar brand or my friend Sam [can afford] more expensive
[things] than me, and the app alters the result to fit a larger budget.”
Moreover, since buying something from Amazon often involves
parents, we asked whether children believed Amazon had informa-
tion about their families. While Leora believed “No because I don’t
tell it things [about my family];” Erin thought “It just kind of looks
at your private data. Yes [it knows a lot about my family].”

From being certain about YouTube video recommendations based
on previous searches to being unaware that Amazon shopping
results work in similar ways, children’s inconsistent perceptions
indicated their incomplete understanding of how data inferences
might manifest in different digital contexts.

4.2 Phase 1: Perceptions of Data Process Cues
(DS2)

In DS2, we showed children visual cues and symbols (see Figure 2)
representing various data processes, indicating data flow timings
and related concepts. Overall, they recognized the cues and linked
them to familiar contexts, but had difficulty articulating the specific
data processes they represented, as we discuss next.

4.2.1 Cues for loading. Both the loading spinner and loading bar
signal that content is being loaded. Children could immediately call
out the spinner symbol and mostly associated it with issues such as
“no WiFi” (Namjoon), “no Internet connection” (Erin), or “something
needs to be fixed” (Cole), rather than a normal part of the operation.
They considered loading as an “annoying wait time” that delayed
their access to content. Only Aiden understood loading as “the app
is still processing,” but could not explain what is being processed.
None of the children associated loading with data exchange or flow.

The loading bar was not consistently recognizable for children
without further context. They thought it could be “loading ... might
be volume or charging” (Namjoon). Children’s seeming familiarity
but actual incomprehension of the loading cues shows how even a
commonly used cue failed to convey consistent meaning to children.

4.2.2 Cues for user and home. We showed children a user symbol
inside a house symbol to represent “user’s homepage.” However, the
combined cue confused children as they did not understand what a
person is doing in a house. Yet, children understood each symbol
individually: they associated the house symbol with “home/desk
screen” (Erin and Isaiah) or “destination” (Leora); and that in a digital
context the person-shaped symbol represented a“user” (Isaiah) or
“profile” (Jimin). However, they did not express that a standard
user profile symbol could represent themselves and their data. This
suggests that a generic profile icon might be insufficient to convey
its reference to specifically children’s account/profile and data.

4.2.3 Cues for data flow. The data flow-related cues we presented
to children have two main components. First, in apps, locations
like the sender and recipient are typically represented by devices
and clouds. Second, data flow is often symbolized using lines, dots,
and arrows. All child participants recognized the cloud symbol, and
intuitively associated it with the app or internet cloud, not with
a weather symbol. Some explained the cloud’s purposes such as
“the thing you could use to transfer/transport stuff” (Namjoon); and
“cloud is huge, it’s like they are downloading new data when they get
huge” (Aiden). Jimin shared how the cloud is related to the internet:

“the internet cloud ... the thing on the internet that people put stuff
in.” However, most children were unable to explain what the cloud
actually is.

Two cloud-related cues showed uploading to or downloading
from the cloud (see Examples 3 and 4 in Figure 2). These arrows
helped children to understand the data flow directions related to
the cloud. Interestingly, children found downloading more intuitive
than uploading, as they understood that digital files or content
were retrieved from the cloud. Namjoon said “I think it’s download-
ing something and when the check-mark comes in, it’s downloaded.”
For uploading, most could not tell the difference from download-
ing, but a few either knew or came to realize through facilitators’
scaffolding to observe the reversed arrow direction: “uninstalling,
un-downloading? ... uploading, if you want to upload a picture to your
thing.” These findings suggest that arrows can help indicate data
flows involving the cloud but on their own might be insufficient to
fully convey respective processes.

Examples 8 and 9 in Figure 2 showed data transfer linking multi-
ple devices to and through the cloud to each other, highlighting the
cloud’s role as the intermediary for information exchange. Children
understood that the cloud is “the place” that facilitates information
sharing and transferring, as Cole said: “it means sending things to
the cloud ... sending information to the people.” Namjoon also ex-
plained“this [the cloud] is transferring data ... the lines going there
... the same cloud would connect them [the devices]... If it’s another
person’s device, I think it should use a different cloud. Because maybe
that person is transporting to that device. I mean if they want the
same thing ... if they don’t there should be multiple clouds.”

Overall, the cloud symbol was both a familiar and unfamiliar con-
cept for our children as they recognized its appearance, prevalence,
and role in data exchange. However, they could not explain the
cloud’s symbolic referent (e.g., its physicality), or its relationship
with different parties such as users and devices.

4.2.4 Cues for data security. Data security is often demonstrated
via a lock symbol [19, 32]. Example 7 in Figure 2 symbolized net-
work/cloud security through a cloud shape of connected lines with
a lock in the middle. All children recognized the lock symbol, but
only a few understood its representation. For instance, Erin thought
the lock is used to “lock the app or the game” in a more concrete
way; whereas Jimin understood it more abstractly: “ locking your
information...it’s not selling your information...it’s locking your cloud
stuff, it means people can’t steal it.” For the cloud of connected dots
and lines, some children recognized it as representing “connection”
but varied in their interpretations of what the dots and lines symbol-
ized. For instance, Namjoon said the cloud-shaped points and lines
made her associate the lock with data. Aiden said they represent
“our info ... It’s like millions of people are connecting and putting their
things (on the cloud).” Jimin explained the lines and dots are used to
“show you all these places of the (people’s) stuff.” This signaled that
although the lock symbol is often used to represent data security,
children find it challenging to articulate its represented meaning.

4.2.5 Cues for deletion. We showed a trashcan in a cloud back-
ground representing a synced deletion process happening both on
the device and in the cloud to see if children recognize that data
might exist in and be deleted from multiple places. Children found
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the deletion symbol straightforward “it looks like this man is trash-
ing everything [in the computer]. A cloud trashcan” (Cole) or “You
delete files on the cloud” (Namjoon). However, they did not articu-
late an understanding that the deletion happened in parallel both
on the cloud and the local device, which motivated us to explore
more how children perceive the synchronized deletion process in
the visual cue designs.

5 DESIGN NARRATIVE (PHASES 2 & 3)
Based on insights from phase 1, we iteratively developed new data
flow visual cues with children over three design sessions in phases
2 and 3. We present the design narrative next.

5.1 Phase 2: Initial Design of Concrete and
Symbolic Visual Cues

Phase 1 findings (see Section 4) showed that our child participants
grasped data flow concepts like collection, storage, and use, and
identified symbols like loading spinner, cloud, and trashcan. How-
ever, theywere unclear about the purpose and data processes behind
these symbols when the context is lacking, i.e., children were un-
able to explain the cloud purpose with only the symbol and arrows
in Examples 3 and 4 in Figure 2. When putting common abstract
symbols (e.g., cloud, device, lines) together (e.g., in Examples 8
and 9), children noticed the data sender, recipient, and flow direc-
tion. This finding inspired us to create a symbolic style visual cue
design by incorporating widely-used symbols from company guide-
lines [29, 37] into data flow-oriented representations, recognizing
the value of widely-used symbols for aiding recognition.

Other insights from phase 1 showed that children (1) saw the
cloud as a separate location for data activities (uploading, download-
ing, and transferring data), but were unclear about its relationship
with the app company or the internet; (2) understood data flow
among devices but were uncertain about the cloud’s role; and (3) de-
scribed “data” using concrete terms, such as images and files, while
the broader data concept was abstract and complex to them. These
insights led to two key design goals for our visual cues: (1) clearly
depict the relationships among device, cloud, and company in data
flows; and (2) use more concrete representations of data. Building
on existing research showing that children better understand sym-
bols resembling their actual referents [17, 85], we therefore also
explored a concrete style visual cue design using detailed illustra-
tions for the user’s device, a company’s server/cloud infrastructure,
and the exchanged data.

We elicited children’s feedback on both styles to understand their
preferences and whether simpler symbolic cues might be sufficient
to foster children’s understanding of data processes, or if more
detailed concrete cues might better aid comprehension.

5.1.1 Embedding visual cues in loading screens. To contextualize
the visual cues, we focused on three specific data processes in
the video-watching context—a popular digital activity among our
child participants—to emphasize deeper design exploration: creat-
ing a user profile, loading a video, and deleting a user profile. We
embedded visual cues into loading screens as a part of the user
experience flow without introducing additional wait times or steps.

Figure 3: Initial visual cue design: Symbolic and concrete
visual cue styles for loading screens when creating a profile,
loading a video, and deleting a profile. Each cuewas animated,
the figure shows three keyframes per cue.

Figure 4: Examples of engaging loading screen designs in
children apps: Minecraft loading screen with game hint (left)
and Crayola Create and Play building user’s anticipation by
communicating what the app is preparing (right).

This approach was also inspired by existing loading screens in chil-
dren’s apps that build anticipation or provide hints during loading
time [28] (see Figure 4 for examples).

Figure 3 shows our initial symbolic and concrete styles for the
three data processes. All cues in both styles were animated to con-
vey the type of data flowing, directional movement of data (e.g., a
created profile flows from the device to the cloud/company), data
sender and recipient, and data removal in deletion. The animated
cues are shown in the supplemental video.

5.1.2 Symbolic style. We used the cloud symbol to represent the
app server, a profile icon for the user, and a play/pause symbol for
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video clips. A dotted line with an arrow depicted data movement
and its direction. While children struggled in phase 1 to explain
the data processes associated with individual symbols (see Section
4.2), responses to more data process-oriented visualizations in DS2
suggested that presenting these abstract symbols together to create
animated cues in a specific context might potentially help children
understand data flow processes. For deletion, we avoided using the
trashcan symbol as it is a concrete representation, and we aimed
to clearly delineate the symbolic and concrete styles. Thus, we
represented data deletion by having data disappear first on the
phone and then in the cloud in the animated cues, supported with
a wiggling effect to guide children’s attention.

5.1.3 Concrete style. The concrete style included cues that could
more concretely resemble the data concepts, such as a building with
the company logo to represent the company’s server or data center,
a profile avatar image to reference the user as children associate
it with their online representation [105], and a video thumbnail
to represent the actual data type being loaded. Our concrete cues
showed either the user avatar or the video thumbnail traveling
along the dotted line to indicate the actual piece of information
flowing to or from the building. We used the trashcan to signify
the concrete deletion of the avatar, which then led to the profile
avatar stored in the company data center vanishing in the sky to
indicate its complete removal.

5.2 Phase 2: Children’s Feedback of Initial Cue
Designs and Design Ideas (DS3)

In DS3, we presented children the initial concrete and symbolic
designs for feedback and prompt their design ideas. Generally, the
symbolic style, while simple, resulted in children’s diverse interpre-
tations; whereas the concrete style more clearly depicted what and
how data was flowing. Both styles caused some ambiguity about the
cloud/building representation and how to represent the company’s
data center. We also found that merely showing data vanishing did
not effectively convey deletion.

5.2.1 Neither the cloud nor the building clearly represented the data
center. In both design styles, we showed the relationship of two
locations connected by the data flow processes: the local device
and the company’s server. Children easily identified the cloud in
the symbolic style as Erin said “”it’s [the cloud] so simple ... they
are everywhere.” However, they did not conceive of the cloud as a
physical or digital place. Conversely, the building in the concrete
style was seen as a physical location, Manny said: “The other [con-
crete] one shows the building and it says MeTube, and the profile that
goes into MeTube. I kind of understand that it is a place.” However,
children thought the building did not signal data-related activities
and distinguished the app company from the cloud or its data cen-
ter like Aiden said “what are those buildings? ... [if the buildings
represent] Metube data center? ... there is supposed to be a bunch of
buildings [to represent data center], maybe the town sending stuff.”
To better represent the data center, Manny suggested to design the
cues more literally by involving servers/computers: “maybe just
show the reality that there’s [a] big computer.”

5.2.2 What and how data is being loaded. The concrete depictions
of data (profile avatar, video thumbnail) in the concrete style helped

our children recognize what exact data was flowing in a given sce-
nario. Aiden said “it looks like whoever the profile is that is going
into the town.” Manny mentioned it was the video data that came
from the building: “Well the data center ... send an image to be on
that [phone] thing.” In the symbolic style, children did not recognize
the profile symbol as representing user information. Instead, they
perceived it as communication between two individuals or upload-
ing content to the cloud:“maybe someone is trying to call or text
someone. Because there’s two humans” (Tariq); and “that is going up,
so let’s say that head was like a video, video is the upload to the cloud”
(Namjoon). Children liked the simplicity of the symbolic style but
found it less engaging than the concrete style. They favored colorful
and entertaining elements, like a character delivering mail during
loading. This suggests that concrete cues might captivate children’s
attention better than symbolic ones.

5.2.3 Trashed and erased for deletion. For data deletion in the
symbolic style, children did not intuitively associate the disappear-
ance with profile deletion. They suggested the trashcan symbol to
represent deletion, as they were familiar with it. The wiggle move-
ment made children think the phone was being called or getting
a notification, signaling urgency/alert: “Virus! Why is the phone
shaking” (Jimin); “it just shakes it, it doesn’t say delete” (Daniel).
Despite this confusion, the profile symbol’s disappearance from the
cloud/building conveyed to children that data could be removed
beyond just the local device. Erin said: “looks like the cloud deleting
something.” For the concrete cue, the data being gone from the build-
ing further suggested permanence:“using paint to erase it” (Isaiah)
or “little cloud sucking the profile up and exploding” (Erin). Building
on the concept of erasing your data which came up in discussion,
Namjoon shared her idea of visualizing it with a “pencil eraser ...
erasing an account.”

5.3 Phase 3: Probing Children About Digital
Footprints (DS4)

During DS3, besides sharing input for the cues, children also asked
“why do kids need to know what the cloud is ... I don’t think a child
would care [about the data processes represented by the cues]...they
would just want their video” (Jimin). To address this question, we
designed DS4 to inform children about the relevance of understand-
ing data processes, emphasizing privacy and data collection risks,
as well as encouraged children to share design ideas through comic-
boarding a story to “visualize the journey of data footprints” (see
Section 5.3.1).

5.3.1 Communicating data processes and practices. Since “data” is a
complex concept for children (see Section 4.1.1), we introduced the
idea of data footprints—the trail of data one leaves online—to probe
children’s considerations of how companies might use and commu-
nicate data footprint collection to children. As the co-design team
discussed, companies use data footprints to infer children’s prod-
uct preferences or content recommendations to boost engagement
and spending. Children viewed such profiling to enhance usage or
sales “a bad thing” (Isaiah) and “because you will become poor and
you die” as Daniel described the corresponding negative implica-
tions. Children also voluntarily brought up app privacy policies
as the primary communication method companies use, like Jimin
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Figure 5: The AVEE prototype supported a user flow that in-
volved creating an account/profile in the app, a home screen
withmultiple videos to choose from, as well as a ‘your profile’
screen that included the option to delete the profile and the
‘view-your-data button.’

described: “when you set up the account, it [the app] will ask you to
sign a couple of documents that explain what data they would need
to collect.” However, children found these documents unclear and
ineffective because “people don’t read it a lot of the time” (Jimin); and
thought better design that considers children’s level of understand-
ing would be helpful by “offer[ing] a shorter and more summarized
version” (Jimin) or having the app “read it out loud for you” (Erin)
as some might not know how to read.

Notably, recognizing that these policies often pop up during an
app’s initial launch, a time when users may rush to access content,
Namjoon suggested in her comic-boarding story that “it [privacy
policies] should have its own separate slide in the app [to make it more
accessible], there should be like a little button on the top, that says
‘data,’ the button tells you what data they are taking from you.” The
proposed data button idea demonstrated our participants’ desire
for readily accessible information on apps’ handling of their data,
instead of a one-time notification. Thus, we included a “data button”
cue in our redesign (more details in Section 5.4.4).

5.4 Phase 3: Revised Visual Cue Designs in
Context

Based on children’s input in DS3 and DS4, we revised the concrete
and symbolic cue designs (see Figure 6). To put these loading cues
into context and integrate them as a part of an app’s user flow,
we created an interactive video app prototype, AVEE (see Figure 5
and the supplemental video), to naturally include the three loading
contexts (profile creation, video loading, and profile deletion).

5.4.1 Data center representation combining the cloud and the build-
ing. Responding to children’s feedback that neither the cloud nor
the building effectively symbolized the company’s data center in
either design style, we combined a building with the app logo and a
cloud above it for a clearer representation of the data center. We also
tried various designs incorporating computer or server elements
(e.g., hard disks next to the building, etc.) but ultimately rejected

Figure 6: Revised visual cue design: Symbolic and concrete
visual cue styles for loading screens when creating a profile,
loading a video, and deleting a profile in the context of the
fictitious video streaming app AVEE. Each cue was animated,
the figure shows three keyframes per cue.

them as they required a prior understanding of what servers look
like, which we could not assume for children.

5.4.2 Connecting data representations in visual cues with user ac-
tions. To address children’s concerns that the profile avatar might
be misunderstood as a user uploading a picture, we provided chil-
dren with colorful avatars in the AVEE app to choose from during
profile setup, thus personalizing their avatar and mirroring features
in other video streaming apps (e.g., Netflix). In the concrete style,
the chosen avatar, representing the data being transferred, was
displayed in visual cues to help children realize the symbol-referent
mapping. For the symbolic style, we kept a generic profile icon to
prompt children to compare the effect of personalizing it in the con-
crete style. Similarly, for video loading, we designed the concrete
cue to show the selected video preview turning into a thumbnail
moving from the data center to the user’s device.

5.4.3 Eraser representing data deletion. Given that our participants
had difficulty associating the data disappearance with deletion, we
followed their suggestion to visualize deletion as erasing the data.
Specifically, in the concrete style, we designed an eraser animation
that first removes the profile from the user’s device and then from
the data center. For the symbolic style, we removed the wiggle
animation, which was perceived as confusing, and added a red glow
to the item being deleted to indicate where activity is occurring.
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Figure 7: After clicking “view your data” button in the AVEE
app (see Figure 5), the screen shows three types of data col-
lection regarding time spent, the number of videos watched,
and location.

5.4.4 View your data button. Following children’s suggestion in
DS4 for an accessible way to learn about what data an app has
gathered about them (see Section 5.3.1), we added a “View your
data” button in the user profile (see Figure 7). It demonstrates the
collected trace and usage data, including users’ time spent on the
app, number of videos watched, and user location; each with a
short explanation of how this data might be used by the company,
mimicking how companies might typically describe data collection
purposes and practices (e.g., “we collect your data to improve app
service or recommend content you like”). This approach aimed to
elicit whether children found such statements helpful, and how
children might suggest improving them.

5.5 Phase 3: Children’s Feedback on Visual Cues
in AVEE App (DS5)

In DS5, children tried out the AVEE app and shared feedback on the
revised cues. Overall, we found that combining the cloud symbol
with a physical entity (i.e., data center building) in the concrete cues
helped children understand that it is a data storage place. Children
also wanted clearer company communication regarding the data
collection types and purposes. Without being prompted, they even
asked for an opt-out option for certain data collection. The data
eraser helped children understand that the profile avatar is deleted
both on the device and in the data center. Children also noted that
our cues did not indicate if companies stored other types of data
elsewhere, demonstrating that the cues prompted them to think
more broadly about data collection, storage, and data retention.

5.5.1 Tethering the cloud to physical entities. By the fifth session,
our child participants understood that the cloud symbol signifies
data centers, which are physical locations, not just a digital concept.
The concrete cues clarified for them that a building with a cloud
on top represented “the cloud of information” (Daniel), “data cloud”
(Isaiah), and that it is a place that “has data on us” (Namjoon). They
also suggested labeling the cloud symbol with the word ‘data’ for
quick association, like Erin said: “[add] something that says data [to
the cloud].” However, we purposefully avoided the use of text in
the visual cues so that they might work independently of a child’s
reading ability. Children also discussed alternatives to representing
the data center concept. For instance, Jimin said: “I think if you
want a kid to understand it better, it shouldn’t be a cloud, it should
be more of a book to show this is how we keep data.” Jimin’s example

again underlines how the cloud might not be a meaningful symbol
to children, and that they may need a more physical analog to
establish understanding.

5.5.2 Making data items explicit in cues. As children were pre-
sented with the profile selection page, they immediately understood
the purpose of the colored smiley faces “these are icons with the
profile. I like the red one” (Namjoon). Using the selected profile icon
in the concrete visual cues appeared to help children understand
data processes and relate them to themselves and their data. For
instance, after selecting a colored profile icon and then seeing the
icon travel along the arrow line from the device to the data center,
Manny understood that the loading screen represented that “it [de-
vice] is sending the profile to the cloud”. When a video was being
loaded, children also understood that “the building [is] sending us the
video” (Namjoon). Interestingly, Namjoon associated herself with
her selected avatar, referring to ‘us’ as the recipients of the video.
Similarly, for erasing the profile, it was clear to our participants that
‘they [profiles] got deleted from your phone and the cloud” (Jimin).
The explicit demonstration of data processes in the concrete style
helped children understand what data was being loaded, as well as
from and to which places.

5.5.3 More transparent communication and control in “View My
Data”. Besides finding the loading visual cues helpful, children also
discussed how the “view my data” screen explained data collection
and even prompted them to question what and why the app col-
lects data. Namjoon explained what she learned: “it’s like collecting
how long you’ve watched ... and where you are. It’s tracking you and
recommending you videos you like and even your location” ; whereas
Jimin questioned the vague descriptions: “‘We use this data to im-
prove our app service’ – what service? ‘We collect this data to help
you track your progress’ – progress towards what?” Jimin also found
certain data collection unnecessary and wanted to have control
over it:“there should also be some areas where some data collection
can be optional.” This shows that children found the “view my data”
design helpful and desired a more detailed explanation and control
over their data collection and usage, indicating the promise of data
dashboards for children to explore their collected app data.

5.5.4 Eraser successfully represents deletion, but is the data re-
ally gone? Both re-designed symbolic and concrete deletion cues
showed children that their profile avatar was deleted in two loca-
tions. With the symbolic cue, the red glow indicated data deletion,
as Erin said: “the thing [cue] goes red because it’s deleted.” The con-
crete cue, using an eraser to represent deletion, was even clearer
as Daniel said “it erases your information. Well, basically kids will
understand it better [with the concrete cues].” Erin mentioned how
the pencil erasing visualization “has to do with stuff we liked to do,
I thought the pencil was funny.” This demonstrates that a pencil
eraser is a relatable and fun metaphor. Interestingly, after seeing
the profile avatar removed from the data center in the concrete
cue, Namjoon questioned if all data was completely gone since the
profile avatar only represented one specific type of data and the app
company might have other data: “they [the app company] still have
it [your data]. Just because you deleted your account [off the data
center building] it doesn’t mean you deleted the data they have on you.
Probably, like, other buildings [still have your data]. So if [you are]
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like really into music right now, they [the company] will send it [your
data] to SoundCloud so they can recommend you like music from all
these other apps that you have been listening to.” This demonstrates
that our cues and DS4 discussions may prompt children to think
more about data storage in and transfer to other places, which is a
promising example for developing digital literacy.

6 DISCUSSION
Our findings revealed that our child participants 1) tended to concep-
tualize data collection in concrete and specific rather than abstract
and broad contexts, lacking awareness of the pervasive and mul-
tifaceted nature of data; 2) demonstrated some understanding of
data inferences in certain contexts (e.g., YouTube but not Amazon
shopping) but were unaware that data traces could reveal personal
details without direct personal information input; and 3) recog-
nized the data process visual cues’ appearances — that something
is happening to the data — but could not explain their symbolic
meanings, such as data flow (loading), data storage (cloud), user
data (profile), and simultaneous data deletion on both the device
and the server.

Through the design narrative in Sections 5.1 to 5.5, we presented
our process co-designing visual cues with children through five
design sessions, each serving different goals (see Section 3.2). As
part of the design narrative outcome, we also gained insights that
the 1) commonly used abstract cues (e.g., cloud, profile) could be
concretely visualized to support children’s understanding of what
they are and what roles they play in data processes; 2) the concrete
style helped children understand what data was being loaded, and
from/to what places; children desired a view of companies’ col-
lected data, and our “data button” visual cue offered an accessible
way to inform children about data collection and use; and 4) our
children found the pencil eraser metaphor amusing and helpful
for understanding synchronous data deletion, leading to curiosity
about other hidden data flow processes not depicted in our cues.
Based on these findings, we discuss research, design, and policy
implications next.

6.1 Implications for Supporting Children’s Data
and Privacy Literacy

6.1.1 Leveraging visual cues to foster data literacy. Children’s data
and privacy literacy is a broad construct that encompasses an under-
standing of how online data is collected, processed, shared, and the
implications of these activities on privacy [8, 47, 66, 67, 103, 114].
Our child participants understood certain data processes such as
explicit data collection for content recommendations, but strug-
gled with the implicit collection of data traces, which represents
one of many pervasive, complex, and hidden data processes that
even adults do not understand the magnitude and implications
of [55, 82, 107]. While conventional visual cues representing data
processing (e.g., loading spinner, cloud symbol) exist, they could
still be very abstract and not designed for children. Even though
children can comprehend a symbol’s visual representation and its
referent with experiences and learning over time [26], and indeed
our participants were familiar with some of the existing cues shown
in DS2, they mostly did not understand the cues’ symbolic referents,
i.e., the hidden data processes, at the beginning of our study.

While previous research on understanding and supporting chil-
dren’s data and privacy literacy has focused on formal educational
settings [12, 13, 18], a “just in time” approach to delivering data
literacy is lacking [13], which we explored through our embedded
cues. In the symbolic style (see Figure 3), familiar data process
symbols like flow, storage, and deletion helped our child partici-
pants notice data relationships among devices, users, and the cloud,
even without fully understanding each symbol’s meaning (e.g., the
cloud’s representation). This highlights how familiar and inten-
tionally organized visual cues can aid children’s understanding
of data movements and relationships. Additionally, the concrete
style clarified what data was being loaded and its related locations,
demonstrating the potential of using concrete depictions to enhance
children’s understanding of data processes.

6.1.2 Including commercial privacy aspects in teaching data literacy.
While leveraging visual cues to enhance children’s data privacy lit-
eracy is promising, achieving a universal interpretation is challeng-
ing due to individuals’ diverse backgrounds and characteristics like
culture, age, and prior experiences [92, 94]. Relatedly, facilitating
cue recognition and understanding through supportive initiatives
could raise awareness and develop a shared culture around data
and privacy practices for users [92, 94]. This aligns with our aim to
enhance children’s understanding of commercial privacy through
educational efforts [92, 94].

When examining children’s perception of data processes, they
initially questioned the importance of understanding data concepts,
indicating a lack of awareness about the privacy implications of
companies collecting, analyzing, and profiling user data, potentially
leading to consumer manipulation, such as tailored product search
results [124]. Thus, we designed DS4 to discuss with children how
tailored product search results are based on user profiles and infer-
ences. Then, they realized that such profiling for increased usage
or sales could be “a bad thing” (Isaiah, Daniel). This indicates that
carefully designed activities can help children comprehend and
reflect on the outcomes of commercial data collection, whereas the
educational prompts used in many existing work has mainly fo-
cused on interpersonal privacy risks of hackers or strangers gaining
children’s information [64, 67, 123]. Our emphasis was on helping
children better understand how companies collect, process, and
utilize their data for marketing purposes, raising their awareness
of datafication, dataveillance, and privacy implications [38, 68, 71].

6.2 Implications for Designing Visual Cues for
Hidden Data Processes

6.2.1 Embedding visual cues in children’s user experience. Our find-
ings in Sections 5.2 and 5.4 showed that both cue styles aided
children in understanding data flow and storage locations; though
the concrete cues provided clearer information about collected data
types and the cloud’s reference. Incorporating these visual cues
into app loading screens, which children typically saw as “annoy-
ing waiting,” effectively informed and entertained them without
disrupting their app usage. In essence, using loading visual cues can
normalize the communication and education of data processes dur-
ing “loading,” especially since many children’s apps already make
loading screens engaging with creative elements (see Figure 4). Our
designs highlight the potential for designers to incorporate such
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visual cues into loading screens, making data processes visible and
helping children better understand how data flow works in apps.

Our child participants also wanted a dedicated place displaying
data collected about them, including their purposes and practices.
This manifested in our design as the “view my data” button (see
Figure 7). Our simple data dashboard sparked their curiosity, sug-
gesting potential for age-appropriate data exploration tools that
educate children about data practices using their actual data.

6.2.2 Design concrete and context-dependent visual cues. Our con-
crete visual cues linked symbols to real-world referents, enhancing
children’s understanding of hidden data processes and sparking
curiosity about additional data storage locations. Associating the
cloud with a tangible data center improved children’s grasp of its
storage role, supporting previous findings that children understand
symbols resembling their actual referents more easily [24, 51]. It-
eratively designed with children’s feedback, our cues employed
age-appropriate analogies and metaphors to scaffold children’s un-
derstanding of complex concepts [100]. However, these cues are not
designed to be universally applicable; tailoring them to a specific
app context was key for children to connect cues with underlying
processes. Thus, our findings expand on prior work suggesting that
linking contexts and visual cues can support individuals’ sense-
making and comprehension processes [59, 93, 113].

Our approach, using concrete, context-specific visual cues in
apps, can be valuable for designers of children’s digital products
and services. Companies can also consider using short textual cues,
depending on children’s reading literacy, to provide additional ex-
planations, as prior research found that accompanying text can sup-
port icon comprehension [50]. Together, this could make otherwise
hidden data processes more transparent and enhance children’s
understanding of data concepts with relatively minimal changes to
app interaction flows.

6.3 Implications for Regulatory Requirements
on Age-Appropriate Design

Amid stringent global laws and regulations for children’s data
privacy and safety, the UK and California have introduced “age-
appropriate design codes (AADC)” [83, 84] emphasizing transpar-
ent, child-friendly communication of data handling practices. De-
spite this, the prevalent notice and choice/consent method for com-
municating data practices, often filled with vague and jargon-filled
language, remains problematic for both adults [14, 15, 35, 44, 101]
and children [47]. Even our child participants unpromptedly noted
the ineffectiveness of lengthy, complex privacy policies. The UK
AADC suggests tailoring privacy notices for children with ‘bite-
size’ and ‘just-in-time’ explanations, as well as creative formats
integrated into their digital experiences and interactions [57, 58].

Yet, translating these guidelines into practical design solutions
remains a challenge [43]. Our co-design study suggests promising
approaches like embedding clear data process cues and creating
data dashboards for children. A key recommendation for regula-
tors to determine whether data privacy notices and cues might
be age-appropriate is to require companies to provide evidence
(e.g., research approach and results) of involving children in design
processes and demonstrate that the resulting designs are indeed
understandable by children of different ages.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work
We discuss the limitations of our work and the generalizability of
our findings. First, we had 12 child participants, which might seem
to be a small number; however, this is consistent with prior par-
ticipatory design research with children (e.g., [6, 115, 117]). Some
children in our study have been on the co-design team for a few
years (see Table 1), so they might have relatively more experience
discussing technology-related topics and are familiar with using
PD techniques to express their ideas, compared to child participants
who were relatively new to the co-design team. Despite the mixed
age and experiences, we observed few if any differences among
children’s engagement in discussions and activities. Second, the
findings from our exploratory and qualitative study are not meant
to be generalizable; further studies and confirmatory research are
needed to evaluate the effect of specific visual cues in a quantitative
manner. However, our qualitative findings and design ideas still
provide rich and useful insights into how this group of children
conceptualized data concepts and related visual cues. We consider
our data flow visual cue designs a starting point for further explo-
ration of the design of other child-friendly visual cues that could
aid children’s comprehension of data flow concepts.

7 CONCLUSION
By collaboratively co-designing with children, we gained insights
on how they perceive data flow concepts and the related visual
cues, and visual cues design ideas supporting children’s digital
literacy. We found that our child participants had some understand-
ing of data inferences and could recognize popular visual cues
(e.g., loading, cloud), but often did not understand the symbolic
referents and corresponding data concepts behind the visual cues
(e.g., what data is flowing, what are the places involved). Our de-
sign narrative demonstrated the iterative process to create concrete,
context-specific, and engaging visual cues embedded as a part of the
user experience to help children understand hidden data processes
like data collection types, storage locations, and usage purposes.
Our results provide implications for research, design, and public
policy by highlighting the promising approach to support children’s
data and privacy literacy through concrete, easily accessible, and
age-appropriate visual cues.

8 SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF
CHILDREN

The child participants in our study were already participating in
KidsTeam UW co-design team, and were originally recruited to
the co-design team through posters, mailing lists, and snowball
sampling. When joining the co-design team, parents sign an IRB-
approved consent form, along with child assent. During the consent
process, we indicated to families that they could withdraw at any
time. Each child participant is compensated with a one-time $150
gift card when joining the team. Annually, participating children
and families are asked if they want to continue or leave the co-
design team. All adult facilitators completed ethics and safety train-
ing for children at our institutions, and ensured that children felt
comfortable to participate in the study activities. We anonymized
all children’s data for the analysis.
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